
CASTROS CUBAN SOCIAL REVOLUTION ESSAY

Free Essay: Castro's Cuban Social Revolution In Castro's July movement overthrew the Batista regime in a social
revolution. The Cuban public supported.

Castro gathered an army of revolutionaries known as the Fidelistas who were driven by nationalism, idealism,
patriotism, and the thought of possibly becoming a martyr, a historical glory of Cuba. Many Cuban citizens at
the time did not approve of their president, Fulgencio Batista Saldivar. This problem has not been resolved
after thirty years of revolutionary power. Privatization would likely result in the reconquest of Cuba by its
exiled right-wing bourgeoisie in Miami, the only Cubans with enough money to buy property. The traditional
roles of women were challenged by this revolution. Agricultural mechanization has fed a spin-off industry in
the production of cane-cutting and harvesting machinery, as well as bagasse, a fuel by-product of sugar cane.
Since the revolutionary triumph, she argues, the Cuban state has been shaped by a struggle between Fidel
Castro and his followers on the one hand and, on the other, a heterogeneous bureaucratic apparatus with a
backbone of Soviet loyalists. To their amazement individuals of Havana clustered to their aid and the army.
After Castro and the rebels were released from prison they fled to Mexico seeking support for their
revolutionary effort against the Cuban government. Cuba, in the middle of its own war, was caught up in the
international politics of the Cold War. Furthermore, they are dissatisfied with the poor quality of information
and restrictions on political speech. This poster accurately depicts the events as they occurred leading up to the
occupation of Cuba by Fidel Castro and his freedom fighters For example, Cubans have suffered time after
time in pursuit of their freedom, but sadly they never accomplish their goal Each illustrates different aspects of
the insurrection while simultaneously giving the reader an accurate depiction of the historical occurrences
Seen on hipster shirts everywhere, most attribute his face as a symbol of revolutions and standing up to the
government. The tightening of the U. Cuban citizens were at a point where they needed to be free and be able
to enforce the constitution established in , which included amendments stating that Cuba What Was the Cause
of the Cuban Revolution? It was fought in and resulted in an American victory. It was an attempt to improve
the conditions of the Cuban people, but the path was covered in blood and sweat and an informed historian has
to ask, was it really worth it? Art and its many different forms were heavily influenced by the Cuban
Revolution. The internal crises of Cuban society required a strategic shift. Armed struggle or resistance against
a government can be justified if it is done diplomatically. Fidel Castro gave the Cuban people independence.
Criticism, she argues persuasively, represents not a betrayal of solidarity but rather the highest form
internationalism, the best hope for a rejuvenated Cuban revolution. The large and wide-spread poverty in the
rural areas and small amount of welfare and social services were also contributing factors to the decreasing
popularity of Batista. Martin Smith. While he acknowledged that such forms would persist, he rejected the
idea of their necessity or utility and called instead for planning to be the primary method of establishing
equilibrium in the new society. An Argentinean doctor, Guevara joined Fidel Castro on the yacht Granma in ,
became a Rebel Army commander in and led revolutionary forces to victory in the battle of Santa Clara in 
They were only met with the welcome of heavy Batista defenses, causing nearly everyone in the Movement to
be killed. The mental capacities of Castro and Stalin, whether aberrant or sterling, have little bearing on the far
more important question of the structural character of their states. Fidel Castro, a political leader in history,
made a plethora of choices that have impacted his nation. I know that we are of spanish descent, Cuba is 90
miles from the U. With a lack of military and public support Batista fled Cuba on the first of January  Of the
countless things he did, he annulled the Constitution that he helped to instate, widened the gap between wealth
and poverty and turned United States supplied guns and ammunition on his own people


